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Abstract 
Multimedia conferencing has been making significant progress in recent years. In the 
application of multimedia conferencing there are many situations _that pose some intricate 
security problems; for example, a secret meeting of the defense department, a negotiating 
conference among different commercial groups, etc.. However, there are few studies that 
address the security of multimedia applications. Good solutions to these critical aspects will 
increase with the popularity of multimedia, since these systems may handle an enormous 
amount of information with a large variety of users. We present an authorization model for a 
multimedia conferencing system. The Object Modeling Technique (OMT) is used here to 
describe the static aspects of this model, where the authorization model is represented by a set 
of classes and their relationships. We also discuss some aspects of security administration and 
a possible implementation. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Multimedia conferencing gives most of the advantages of a face-to-face conference, plus some 
other useful options at the expense of other aspects (it may reduce spontaneity). It is a major 
advance over the traditional conference call -- it allows both verbal and visual conferences 
over distance, through a system of audio and video links. 

Because of its potential, multimedia conferencing has been studied in good detail [Gopa 92, 
LeeK 93, Rang 91, Thom85, VinH 91, Zieg 90]. However, the authorization aspects of a 
multimedia conferencing system have not been studied enough [Blai 94, El1m 94]. This paper 
presents an abstract model for the authorization of a multimedia conferencing system. This 
model includes administrative aspects as well. The Object Modeling Technique (OMT) 
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[Rumb 91] will be used to describe the multimedia conferencin:g system. We have shown that 
this model can describe conveniently most existing systems[Chie 95] and here we show that it 
can provide a suitable framework for describing security aspects of such a system. We also 
propose a suitable implementation, based on the OSF Distributed Computing Environment 
(DCE) [OSF 92]. 

Existing security models are either at a very high level (considering workflow management) 
as in [Ellm 94], or at a low level, controlling the interactions of implementation objects, such 
as in [Blai 94]. No model has been presented that applies authorization policies at the user 
conceptual level, which is the most appropriate place because the semantics of the application 
are well defined at this level [Fern 81]. 

Section 2 summarizes an object-oriented model of multimedia conferencing. Section 3 
presents an authorization model for multimedia conferencing, while Section 4 presents a 
possible implementation using the OSF Distributed Computing Environment (DCE). The fmal 
section presents some conclusions and ideas for future work 

2 AN OBJECT-ORIENTED MODEL FOR A GENERAL CONFERENCING 
SYSTEM 

This section presents an abstract view of a general multimedia conferencing at the conceptual 
level. This is used as a framework to defme the authorization model. More details of this 
model and a more advanced model can be found in [Chie 95]. 

2.1 System Specification 

In a multimedia conferencing system the users are geographically distributed and connected by 
a high speed network. A user can initiate a conference and participate in more than one 
conference. We assume initially that only users are participants in conferences; in the 
administration model we also let conferences be participants in other conferences. 

The user who initiates a conference needs to define a conference configuration that specifies 
the list of users to be invited, media types for each user in the user list, and some of the access 
control information (for example, who can modify the conference configuration or request 
changes in media). We can define precisely the configuration of a conference Ck as follows: 

Config(Ck) = (ui, Mi, Ri); where Ui is a user identifier, Mi is the set of media for each user 
together with their direction (in/out/full), and Ri is the set of 
authorization rights of this user in conference Ck. 

Medium refers to the type of transmission, with possible values, for example, 
NC!audio!video!AV; that is no connection, audio, video, and audio-visual channel, respectively. 
The direction is the direction of transmission with possible values, in/out/full, that is, receive 
input from conference, send output to conference, and full duplex. For example, (video/full) 
means full duplex video channel; (video/out) means only output video data to conference; 
(audio/in) means only input audio information from conference). 
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The users specified by the user that started the conference are invited to join and the 
conference is created with those who accept. Some of the users that join may request a change 
of media due to resource limitations or other reasons. While the conference is in progress, 
authorized users can change the conference configuration. In addition, the configuration can 
be changed because of system failures or resource constraints. 

Each participant defines its own local goal when participating in some conference. A local 
goal for Useri in conference Ck is an intended configuration and is defmed as: 

LG(Useri> Ck) = (Uj , {mj} ), where 1 :5: i :5: n (n is the number of participants in conference 
Ck, Uj is the identifier of User i if user Uj accepts the invitation, 
null otherwise, and { mi} is the set of media that user Uj intends 
to use in this conference.). 

For Example: LG(User1, CJ) = (UJ, AV/full). 

The global goal of conference Ck, GG(Ck), can be defined as: 
GG(Ck) = { Uj , {mj}}, where Uj E Ck 

For example: GG(Ck) = {(U1, AV/full), (U2, AV/full), (U3, video/out), (U4, audio/full)} 

Ul 1 administrator 

Figure 1. An example of two conferences. 

The interaction between goals and configuration is an important control criterion in a 
multimedia conference, but it is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The users (or groups of users) can be given authorization to do specific actions, e.g. change 
system configuration, etc.. In particular, the initiating user becomes the conference 
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administrator(or controller). The user who is the administrator of a conference can define 
authorization rights for the users in the conference (for example: User3 can use video 
connection in conference C2 ). Users can be grouped to restrict their communications in the 
context of a specific conference. Conferences can be suspended or terminated by their 
administrator, and the final configuration and status of each conference will be recorded. 
These records can help in retrieving the old conference configuration in case a user wants to 
restart a suspended conference, and are used mostly for audit purposes. A terminated 
conference cannot be restarted, but a new conference with the same configuration can be 
started later. 

For example, in Figure 1 Users Ul, U2, and U3 participate in conference Cl, and U2, U3, 
U4, and US in conference C2. Ul has a AV connection to Cl, and acts as administrator for 
Cl. User U3 has video connection to Cl while also listening to C2. User U2 simultaneously 
engages in two conferences, Cl and C2. User U4 is the administrator of C2, and User US only 
has a one way A V connection with conference C2. The arrows show the direction of media 
transmission. The hexagons represent the conference controllers, the small ellipses represent 
users, and the large ellipses represent the boundary of the conferences. 

2.2 A Basic Model 

Register 

member_of 

media 
local_goal 

CreateGroup 
AddUser 

cid 
current_config 
global_goal 

Create 
Start 
AddParticipant 
Add Group 

defmed_for 

Figure 2. Class structure for multimedia conference. 

fmal_config 

WriteLog 
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We model the multimedia conference as shown in Figure 2, using five classes, 
MM_Cor!f_System, User, Conference, Group, and Conf_log ( We show here only a few 
attributes and operations). MM _ Conf_System defines the complete system as a composite 
object including users, conferences, and logs (the diamond indicates aggregation in OMT). 
Every conference is represented by a Conference object that describes its configuration (this 
object embodies the functions of the conference controller). Conference contains three major 
attributes, cid(its unique id), current _config(the current configuration), and global goal. A 
user participating in specific conferences is described by relationship Participates _in. The 
values contained in the link attributes include the initial configuration of a conference, that is , 
media and local_goal. The many-to-many structure of Participates_in represents the fact that 
a user may participate in more than one conference and that a conference involves several 
users. The local goal is the next objective that a participant wants to achieve in a given 
conference. The global goal is the union of all the values (for a given conference) contained in 
the attribute local_goal of all the users. The object Group describes a logical constraint in a 
conference, e.g. users can be grouped to restrict some communications to all of them. A user 
can either belong to a group or participate individually in a specific conference. Group 
contains two major attributes, a unique name and restrictions. The restrictions attribute 
defines access constraints for the members in this group. The link between classes User and 
Group is a many-to-many relationship that implies that a user may belong to several groups in 
a given conference. The multiplicity of 1 in the relationship "defined for" indicates that a 
group is meaningful only for a specific conference. The objects of class Conf_log keep the 
history of past conferences. The attributefinal_config contains the te1mination configuration 
and status of each completed conference. 

3 AN AUTHORIZATION MODEL FOR MULTIMEDIA CONFERENCING 

We can use this model as a framework to define authorization rights. As discussed in [Fern 
81], this conceptual level is the appropriate place where access restrictions should be defined. 
Our approach is based on the policies defined in [Fern 93] and [Fern 94]. 

3.1 Authorization Model 

An authorization rule is a 5-tuple (s, t, o, p, f), where s is a subject, t an access type, o a 
security object, p a predicate, and fa copy flag (control for delegation of rights) [Fern 81]. 
For object oriented databases tis a method, o is a class, and p can specify objects (instances) of 
a class. In multimedia conferencing s is an active component, e.g. a participant, a user, a 
conference or a group; t is an access mode (represented by a method) such as "use video", 
"receive text", etc.; o is a security object such as a conference, a participant in a conference, 
etc.; and p can specify instances of a security object. An authorization rule may define a 
negative right, i.e. a constraint, on some subject. 

As shown in Figure 3 authorization rules can be represented in general by a relationship 
between Subject and Security-object. The "Subject" class may be a User, a Group, or a 
Conference. The "Security-object" class shows the possible structurings of the data in a 
multimedia conferencing, for example, an object can be a subclass of another object (is-a), can 
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be composed of other objects, or can be related to other objects [Rumb 91]. These 
associations, Is-a, Composed-of, and Related-to can be interpreted, for example, as conference 
nesting (conferences made up of conferences), participant composition (a participant made up 
of users and groups, for example), a special type of participant, etc. The relationship attribute 
right defines the access mode that the Subject is authorized to apply to the Security-object. 
The operation CheckRights evaluates if a given request is authorized for some subject (See 
[Fern 94] for details of a similar type of procedure). CheckRights could also be attached to 
Security-object if we think that its invocation is the result of accessing some specific data 
entity. It could even be attached to the relationship Authorized-on itself, if this relationship is 
represented as a class. FindRight returns the right of the user for a given class. A Security
object may have associations with other Security-objects, but it is not necessary for every 
object to have this association. The hierarchical structure of classes and subclasses may be 
used to define implied accesses, thus avoiding the need for a proliferation of rules. A set of 
policies for describing the access rights implied through each of the associations, i.e., 
Generalization, Aggregation, and Relationship, is proposed in [Fern 93] and [Fern 94]. 

CheckRights 
FindRight 

right 
predicate 
copy_flag 

·Figure 3. Object-oriented authorization model. 

name 

Related-to 

The model of Figure 3 is a basic model but does not consider the specific aspects of this 
application. It can be interpreted here as shown in Figure 4, that uses the model of Figure 2, 
augmented with authorizations (We have left out some of the relationships of Figure 2 for 
clarity). Group is defined as a set of participants that have a common set of constraints based 
on their functions, which means that their authorizations are negative. The operation 
CheckGroupConstraint evaluates if a participant request should be granted or denied because 
of a constraint on its own group. Grouping brings the problem of how to interpret a given 
access request. This problem will be defmed later, in the discussion of administration policies. 
Some users, the auditors, are allowed to inspect the log. The right attribute can give the user 
authorization to participate in a conference or to administer a conference. The right to 
administer is a composite right (defined in detail in next section), which includes rights such as 
terminate conference, add participant, etc. 
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CheckRights 
FindRight 

name 
restrictions 

Member-of 

CheckGroupConstraint 

I inspecUog 

Authorized-on 

right 
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copy_flag 
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method 
predicate 
copy_flag 

Audit 

cid 

Figure 4. Authorization model of Participant and Group. 

3.2 Administration Policies 
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It is important to define a security administration structure, to control who can define 
authorization rights, how user groups are defined, etc. Using as guideline the policies of [Fern 
93] and [Fern 94] we define a set of administration policies for multimedia conferencing. 

API: 
Only authorized users are allowed to create, or join a conference. The creator of a conference 
becomes its administrator (with rights defmed by policy AP2). The participant that joins a 
conference has its rights defined by the administrator of this conference (as defined by policy 
AP4). Only administrators can modify the rights or add new rights to the participants. 

AP2: 
The administrator of a conference has the following rights: 
1. Define the initial configuration of the conference (for example, who are invited and their 

permitted access modes). 
2. Change the configuration of the conference once it is in progress. 
3. Pause or terminate a conference in progress. 
4. Attempt to join another conference, so that the original conference becomes a participant of 

that conference. 
5. Divide the conference into two or more conferences. 
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6. Delegate some or all of his administration authority(set of rights) to another participant. 
The participant who accepts the administration authority becomes the new administrator. If 
the participant is another conference, the administrator of this subconference becomes the 
new administrator. 

AP3: 
A conference is administered by only one user. 

AP4: 
The rights of the participants in a conference are defmed by the administrator of this 
conference. A participant can defme his desired access modes in a conference. The desired 
access mode must be a subset of the permitted access modes defined by the conference 
administrator. If the desired access mode is greater than permitted access mode, the effective 
access mode is the permitted access mode. Because only administrators can define 
authorization rules, they are only ones who can delegate their administrative rights. 

More precisely_for user u, , let D be the desired access mode, E the effective access mode, 
and P the permitted access mode: if D!:: P => E = D, else E = P 

AP5: 
If the administrator wants to leave the conference or can no longer serve as administrator, he 
must appoint another participant as new administrator. The original administrator loses his 
administration authority, but he keeps the right to get it back. The new administrator may be 
allowed to further delegate his authority. 

AP6: 
In a superconference(conference made up of other conferences) there are some implied 
accesses. The accesses of users in a subconference of a superconference are limited by the 
effective access mode of the subconference, and vice versa. If the access modes of the users in 
a subconference are a subset of the effective access modes of the subconference, the accesses 
of users of a superconference are the same as their access modes in the subconference. 

More precisely, if C1 and C2 are conferences. C1 c C2, u(C,) are the users in conference C,, 
we have: if right(u(C1)) !:: right(u(C2)) , right(u(Ci(C2))) = right(u(Cz)), where right(u(C1 

(C2))) ·indicates the rights of the users of a conference C1 while participating in a conference 
c2. 

AP7: 
The Conf_log can only be written once when a conference terminates. Only authorized users 
(auditors) can inspect the contents of Conf_log. 

3.3 Access Control for Multimedia Conferencing 

We use some examples to put together the administration policies of Section 3.2 and the 
authorization models of Section 3 .1. 

We define the set of configuration authorization rules of a conference Cas follows: 
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Ac = { Ri: (s, t, o, p) I where i = 1 to n, s = Uj, t = Media_type I All, o 
C!InitialConfig/LocalGoal } ; where "All" implies all the rights that apply to an object. 

Example 1: 
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In Figure 1 the authorization rules for conference C1 and C2 can be defmed by U1 and U4, 
respectively, as shown below(according to APl, AP2, and AP4). 

Configuration Authorization rules for Cl : 
Ac1 = { R1: ( Ul, Administer, Cl), R2: (Ul, All, InitialConfig), R3: (Ul, AV/full, 

Cl), R4: (U2, All, LocalGoal), R5: (U2, AV/full, C1), R6: (U3, All, 
LocalGoal), R7: (U3, video/full, Cl)} 

Configuration Authorization rules for C2 : 
Ac2 = { R1: ( U4, Administer, C2), R2: (U4, All, InitialConfig), R3: (U4, AV/full, 

C2), R4: . (U2, All, LocalGoal), R5: (U2, AV/full, C2), R6: (U3, All,. 
LocalGoal), R7: (U3, audio/in, C2), R8: (U5, All, LocalGoal), R9: (U5, 
AV/out, C2)} 

If user Ul wants to delegate his administrative authority to U2, he can use a 6-tuple 
authorization rule, i.e. (U1, U2, Administer, Cl, p, F). This means that Ul is the authorizer 
who delegates the administrator authority to U2 and U2 is forbidden to delegate this right 
(delegation_flag =F). This rule is added to AcJ and R1 is deleted (according to AP2, AP3 
andAP5). 

If C3 requests to join C1 as a participant (i.e., C3 is a subconference of Cl), the new 
configurations of these two conferences are listed below: 

GG(Cl) = { (Ul, AV/full), (U2, AV/full), (U3, video/full), (C3, AV/in)} 
GG(C3) = {(Ua, AV/full), (Ub, AV/full), (Uc, video/in)} 

According to AP6, conference C3 only has "in" direction for conference Cl, therefore users 
Ua and Ub cannot send any output to conference Cl. Uc can receive video information from 
Ul, and Ul/U2 cannot receive any information from Ua/Ub/Uc. 

Example 2: 
Consider an examination example that uses group constraints. Suppose there are n students 
taking an exam (Figure 5). Let the examination be supervised by a proctor, say Ul. Therefore 
Ul creates conference CE and defines its initial configuration. Furthermore, Ul needs to 
define the following rules : 

1. U1 assigns all students to the group "student", Gs, and himself to the group "proctor", Gp. 
2. The users in G s cannot communicate with each other ("Communicate" means any 

information flow, input or output). 

3. Group Gp can broadcast to all students in group Gs and receive output from group Gs. 

141 
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Ru1es 2 and 3 can be expressed as (Uf, Communicate, Vj, where [Uj.group * "G8"] or 
[Uj-group * "G8"]) and (Uj, Communicate, Vj, where Uj.group = "Gs" and Uj-group = "Gp" 
). Since our conferencing system is a closed system, we don't need to define negative rights to 
forbid the communication between students, but in other situations they may be necessary. 

Another example is a negotiation conference(C11) between two commercial groups. Users 
are allowed to discuss in the same group, and this discussion is prohibited to be sent to another 
group. The negotiation progresses between groups Ga and Gb. The rules can be defined as : 

1. (Uj, communicate, Vj, where Uj.group = Uj-group ) 
2. (Ga, AV/full, Cn) 
3. (Gb, A V/full, Cn) 

Therefore the users of different groups cannot sidechat individually, the conversation holds 
only between groups. 

( Sn ') 

~ 

students 

'~-~-----------------------j 

Figure 5. Model of an examination using grouping. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS 

To implement a secure multimedia conferencing system one needs to define some necessary 
security services. These security services may be implemented by using !PC (interprocess 
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communication)[Thom 85], or RPC (remote procedure call)[OSF 92]. Usually there is a 
server called a Security Manager (its name may be different in various systems) to handle the 
user authentication, access control, etc.. We describe here a possible implementation of the 
model using the structure of the the Open System Foundation's Distributed Computing 
Environment (DCE)[OSF 92]. 

4.1 The OSF Distributed Computing Environment 

We modify the services in the DCE Security Service to meet the requirements of multimedia 
conferencing. Those services can . be implemented as operations in classes, and executed 
concurrently. The security service comprises some components, that include the registry 
service, the authentication service, the privilege service (or authorization service), the login 
service, and the access control list service. 

The Registry Service 
When a user creates a conference, the initial configuration contains the list of participants. The 
User-administrator needs to create participant accounts in the security database (the rights of 
the User-administrator are defined according to the administration policies of Section 3.3). 
The security database stores these accounts as instances of class User. After the participant 
accounts have been created, the user can participate in the conference. 

The Authentication Service 
In a distributed computing environment a local workstation's operating system cannot 
necessarily be trusted, therefore an authentication service is necessary. A user logs in at the 
beginning of a conference. Its User_Agent interacts concurrently with the Authentication 
Service and the Privilege Service. It sends a request for authentication credentials to the 
Authentication Service. The Authentication Service sends back an authentication credential, 
called a Ticket. Tickets are used by participants to authenticate themselves to the conference; 
that is, to prove that participants are really who they say they are. The implementation should 
ensl,lfe that users cannot modify these Tickets. 

The Privilege Service 
The Login Service sends the Ticket to the Privilege Service. The Privilege Service returns 
authorization credentials, in the form of a PAC (Privilege Attribute Certificate). The PAC 
contains authorization information specific to the participant, such as the groups to which the 
participant belongs. 

The Login Service 
The Login Service initializes a participant's security environment. It authenticates the user to 
the Authentication Service by means of the user's password. 

The Access Control List Service 
The ACL (Access Control List) contains one or more entries specifying a user or group and 
what operations the user or group is permitted to perform on the security objects ( for 
example, read or write permission for Conf_log, connect to conference with permitted 
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medium). Typically, there is one Access Control List associated with each security object that 
the conference manages. Figure 6 shows a simpl.jfied multimedia conference ACL, where the 
fields related to lower-level implementation details are ignored. Every ACL contains a field 
indicating what type of ACL it is. The possible values of ACL type are mc_data_acl, 
mc_activity_acl, and mc_yarticipant_acl, that is data, activity (for example, a conference is an 
activity), and participant in a conference, respectively. The Object name is the name of the 
security object. ACL entries can be of several types. The example shows four types of ACL 
entries : participant, group, conference, and foreign_conference (the conferences outside of 
the original conference). Each entry includes a list of access types. The different possible 
access types are determined by the ACL type (in this example, me_ data_ act has two access 
types : r for read permission, and w for write permission). 

mc_data_acl 

Initial_ Config 

participant: U 1: rw 

participant: U2: rw 

group: friends : r 

conference: Cl: rw 

foreign_conference: C3: r 

.----- AU Type 

.-----Object Name 

.----- AU Entry 

.----- AU Entry 

.----- AU Entry 

.----- AU Entry 

.----- AU Entry 

Figure 6. ACL example for a multimedia conference. 

--
mc_activity _acl 

Conference Cl 

participant: Ul: A V /full 

participant: U2: video/in 

participant: C2: audio/full 

group: NEC: AV/in 

group: IBM: AV/out 

Figure 7 shows the security interactions in a multimedia conference system. A participant 
checks its rights in the ACL, by sending an RPC to the conference, which in turn accesses the 
corresponding ACLs in the security database. 
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Figure 7. Security interactions in a multimedia conference. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
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In this paper we have focused on a high level abstract view of multimedia conferencing, using 
OMT as the way to model the system. Using this reference model we defined security 
requirements and a set of authorization policies for systems of this type. We have also 
presented a convenient set of administrative policies, and shown their use in several practical 
situations. A possible implementation has also been considered. 

We can expand the current work by refining and formalizing this model. One should have 
different types of authorization rules to describe different aspects of the model. In particular, 
the administrative policies need more discussion and justification. Efficient implementation is 
another subject for future study. 
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